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Intro & Background
Listen for:
• The two-step pitch formula to grab any journalist’s or blogger’s attention
• Surprising ways to frame boring facts into a catchy story
• The similarities and differences between journalists and bloggers
• A specific pattern for getting on your targets’ radar screens
Drastic changes in the media landscape




1. Make sure the first thing you say or write in a pitch grabs the target’s attention
Things NOT to say
So what DO you say?
Examples
10-second pitch formula:
2. Find the better angle that’s not obvious
Tip for better angles:
Example
Tip for better angles:
Example
3. Create a story when there isn’t one
Common scenarios that require pitching old stuff
Two examples of creating angles to make them new again
4. Keep pitches brutally short
Top-tier reporter and top agency pitching pro on appropriate length of emails

5. Treat bloggers differently
Characteristics of bloggers to pay attention to:
Metaphor: If a journalist is someone with a microphone at a lecture, a blogger is . . .
Proper blogger outreach “etiquette”

6. Never call to “follow up on an email . . .”
. . . but always call ___________________
Prescription for follow-up that’s persistent but not annoying:

7. Work consistently to get on targets’ radar screens
Quality of your relationships with media is determined by ____________________________.
What if I don’t have a good story to pitch?
Action item:
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